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Artist Statement
In my work, I focus on studying works through sculpture, installation, and through
understanding the materials and integrating them with the proposed concept or the other
way around, using it to express the concept of balance and contradictory solutions. The
material and its basic components become the visual language representing the art work.
The work also includes the study of the composition and the non-absurd vacuum. The scope
of the subjects is not realistic but rather tangible and mirrors the continuous attempts to
think and adapt as an individual. The works explores the philosophy of inner peace that
humans need to elevate in lif

The project restores the visual reserve I gathered through my research within the man-made
laws that differs from the laws of nature. We were born from the mud/clay and we live on a
daily basis in an ashy country. Through our resistance in the place with our partners, friends,
family and beloved ones, we change the system of the natural incubator. We live at the end
of the beginning, a challenge to our continued pursuit to reach the simple dreams made of
materials around us and part of us. Our responsibility resides in going back and living our
lives and even coexisting with the clay after the burned ashes.

The works of sculpture are embodied despite the loss of natural balance from the inside and
the outside in our pursuit for freedom. The ashes are the residue substance after the
complete combustion of organic materials. .
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